Technology-enhanced formative assessment in higher education: A voice from Indonesian EFL teachers
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Abstract
The integration of information communication and technology in language teaching has been intensely examined in literature works. However, the study which explicitly investigates the advancement of technology for language assessment in higher education level is still underexplored, particularly in a formative assessment area. To fill that gap, the present study aims at investigating the perceptions of EFL teachers towards technology-enhanced formative assessment and how they implement it in the classroom. This study employs a qualitative case study approach. Of three participants from different universities were voluntarily participated in a semi-structured interview. The interview seeks to investigate the perceptions of teachers towards technology-enhanced assessment, the roles of technology in formative assessment, and the impact of technology on language learning. The findings reveal that EFL teachers view formative assessment as well as technology in a positive perception. They admit that technology is a practical tool that has multiple roles and it is deemed as useful and meaningful platform for assessing students. Finally, technology-enhanced formative assessment gives an impact on students’ performance, particularly on language accuracy. The further implications are discussed in this paper.
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INTRODUCTION
As the integration of technology in language teaching and learning becomes extensively proliferated, there is also a growing interest in adopting technology to promote language assessment in the classroom practices (Bennett, Dawson, Bearman, Molloy, & Bound, 2017; Deeley, 2018; Webb & Ifenthaler, 2018). The range of technology tools offers promising merits to assist teachers in assessing their students meaningfully. However, some scholars admit that the adoption of technology in assessment is a complex process affected by individual, contextual, and technical factors (Brady, Devitt, & Kiersey, 2019;
Koc, 2013). Mimirinis (2019) correctly points out that teachers’ decision to utilize technology for assessment practices depends on their belief: What benefits they will perceive from the tools, how technology can facilitate the assessment purposes, and how technology can enhance the learners’ engagement through timely and constructive feedback. Thus, it is notable for examining further the teacher’s personal perceptions on technology-enhanced formative assessment in a specific context.

The seminal work from Black and Wiliam (2009) embarks the shifting paradigm of educational assessment, highlighting the importance of practising formative assessment. It refers to the classroom assessment practice by eliciting the evidence of learners’ achievement, interpreting the results, and using them to make decisions about the next teaching instruction and to inform the students where they are and how they can achieve learning goals through informative feedback. It is emphasized that providing constructive feedback is a crucial element in the formative practice, which potentially bridges the gap between the students’ current level competence and the expecting learning target. Besides, timely feedback can activate the students’ autonomy and metacognition in learning. It can also assist teachers in reflecting their pedagogical knowledge to adjust their teaching quality (Chong, 2018; Dalby & Swan, 2019; Sheard & Chambers, 2014).

The capacity of technology in obtaining and processing extensive data swiftly helps teachers reduce their workload in undergoing formative assessment practice (Dalby & Swan, 2019; Ningsih & Mulyono, 2019). Digital technology also imparts automated feedback to students’ work in which they can independently reflect their learning progress. A current study conducted in higher education reports that the implementation of regular formative e-assessment promotes the learners to monitor their progress, motivate them to study, and elevate the students’ perceptions towards their learning. Besides, teaching staff also obtains the positive effect of formative e-assessment. They admit that they gain insight from the learners’ progress that can be used as a reflection to redesign a better teaching delivery (McCallum & Milner, 2020).

Several studies in the Indonesia context, however, typically report that Indonesian teachers have an inadequate understanding of formative assessment, and they tend to have difficulty in implementing their knowledge of formative assessment into practices due to socio-cultural factors (Arrafii & Sumarni, 2018; Azis, 2015; Puad & Ashton, 2020). The prevalent assessment practices found are examination, test, passive role of students, and other assessments for accountability purposes. The culture of high-stake examination dominantly manifested the teachers’ perceptions on the prominent examination as a decision-maker for the prospects of the learners (Deneen et al., 2018). Although several empirical studies have been investigated in secondary-level contexts, a similar study is rarely found in higher education level settings.

Despite the demand for assessing the implementation of formative assessment in higher education, it is also attempting to scrutinize teachers’ voice in utilizing technology in ELT formative assessment practice. In general ELT context, Rodliyah (2018) reports her qualitative study that ELT teachers have self-interest and positive attitude towards the use of ICT in teaching for several reasons. They also believe that ICT promotes some advantages to
assist their teaching process. Another empirical study from (Safitry et al., 2015) reveals that most of the teachers in Indonesia have a positive perceptions of ICT integration in the classroom, even though they are struggling with the limited technical support and lack of digital technology literacy. The previous studies briefly depict the lively interest of teachers in using technology in teaching and learning practice. However, the discussion on how teachers perceive technology integration in a specific practice of formative assessment in higher education level is still under scrutiny. Following that gap, this study intends to investigate the Indonesian EFL teachers’ perception of technology-enhanced formative assessment at the tertiary level. We confine the term of teachers’ perceptions in this study as teachers’ belief on the purposes and values of technology-enhanced formative assessment. Thus, the present study focuses on examining EFL teachers’ perceptions towards formative assessment, identifying the roles of technology in formative assessment perceived by EFL teachers, and highlighting the impact technology-enhanced formative assessment on students’ language learning.

**METHOD**
This study adopts a qualitative case study that endeavors to explore real-life, individual insights, multiple cases through a detailed and in-depth collection of data from multiple sources of information (Yin, 2018). This method is pertinent to the objective of the study that attempts to investigate Indonesian EFL teachers’ perceptions of how they perceive and practice technology-enhanced formative assessment in higher education. The present study describes qualitatively the perceptions of EFL teachers towards technology-enhanced formative assessment, which eventually can be a meaningful suggestion for language classroom assessment practices in university.

**Participants and context**
The participants of the study were recruited purposively based on a set of criteria. First, they are an experienced teacher who has more than three years of teaching experience. Second, they ever attended some assessment or technology professional training. Third, they utilize technology for formative assessment purpose. Fourth, they agree to be entangled in this research approved by signing the consent form offered. Those criteria are intended to be set in order to select the prospective participants. The first pool of participants was taken from a list of national conference attendees who have adequate teaching experience, assessment literacy, and digital knowledge. From the potential teachers who were sent the consent letter via email, three EFL teachers sent back the consent forms as the confirmation that they voluntarily agree to participate in this study. The three participating teachers, Dewi, Dimas, and Sinta (all names are pseudonyms), are from three different universities in West Java and Central Java. One of the participants is a faculty member of the state university, and the rests are from private universities. They also teach different subjects of English language teaching. Table 1 illustrates the further information of the participants. Besides, since all the universities are located in Java, one of the established islands in Indonesia, the technology facility is not a big issue for many institutions. Many students
have their gadgets (e.g., smartphone, tablet, or laptop) and one of the private universities provides their students’ internet connection facility.

Table 1. Personal Information of the Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Dewi</th>
<th>Dimas</th>
<th>Sinta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>35 Years Old</td>
<td>45 Years Old</td>
<td>32 Years Old</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>General English</td>
<td>Reading Comprehension</td>
<td>Academic Writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Institution</td>
<td>State University</td>
<td>Private University</td>
<td>Private University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Teaching Experience</td>
<td>Seven years</td>
<td>Ten years</td>
<td>Four years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Technology and Assessment Training Experience</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Collection

To obtain rich and detailed qualitative information to understand the EFL teachers’ point of view about technology-enhanced formative assessment and its implementation, one-to-one semi-structured interviews were conducted to each participant. An interview protocol was prepared to ensure that all participants get the same principal questions and assist the interviewer in maintaining the flow of discussion. Some open-ended questions addressed to highlight the purposes of classroom assessment conducted by the participants, kinds of technology utilized in formative assessment, the role of technology to enhance formative assessment, and the benefits of technology-integrated formative assessment towards the students’ learning improvement. The individual interviews were informally held by using telephone twice in a month based on the participants’ convenient time. To avoid misunderstanding and to reduce the tension, the interview was conducted in around 30 – 45 minutes by using Bahasa Indonesia. Finally, the interview sessions were fully audio-recorded, transcribed, translated into English, and sent back to the participants to get verification.

Data Analysis

A set of interview data that were obtained from there different participants were treated equally prominent. They were firstly transcribed verbatim and translated into the English language. Then the transcripts were repeatedly read to conceive the holistic phenomena of the study (Yin, 2017). When the data were contained a phrase or statement related to research questions, they were highlighted and marked as an initial coding. Then the codes were categorized into axial coding to recognize main categories that are closely related to research questions. Some categories are the purpose of assessment, the roles of technology in formative assessment, and the way technology can assist students in learning. Furthermore, the data were depicted and elaborated in the narrative form. The EFL teachers' perceptions and practices of technology-enhanced formative assessment were interpreted based on the data gathered and supported by some relevant theories and previous literature before it concludes.
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
Findings
The findings from the open-ended interview are presented into three main key themes to address the research questions: 1) teachers’ perceptions about formative assessment; 2) the roles of technology in formative assessment; 3) the impact of technology-enhanced formative assessment on students’ learning. The themes are presented respectively.

Teachers’ perceptions towards formative assessment
As the starting point, we attempted to grasp the teachers’ perceptions towards formative assessment before we discussed further the roles of technology in formative assessment. Perceptions of teachers towards formative assessment encompass what teachers believe in the purpose of formative assessment and how they value formative assessment activity in teaching and learning process. Overall, participants perceive positively about formative assessment. They share opinions that formative assessment has tangible purposes that can constructively impact the improvement of students’ learning. The primary purpose of formative assessment is to check the students’ understanding of learning. However, the participants typically value formative assessment merely as an essential activity to elicit the information of the students’ progress in learning and to motivate and engage them in learning rather than as a reflection for teachers to assess their teaching instruction.

“Formative assessment is an important activity to check my students’ understanding of learning. It can be a brainstorming activity, a quiz, discussion, or project. Those activities can motivate my students to learn more and engage in the teaching and learning process.” (Dewi, FAP).

“... to check whether my students got the point of the materials I delivered, I often give a quiz, discussion, a direct question to my students or let them conduct peer-assessment by giving comments or score towards their friends’ work. Besides, it assists my students to know their strength and weaknesses in learning so that they can reflect their progress ability.” (Dimas, FAP).

"My favorite formative assessment activity is giving an online quiz. Using some apps for an online quiz, it’s fun and interesting. My students actively engage in the activity. They do not realize that the activity is to assess their knowledge. They feel that it is just a game. However, I get benefits from this activity; I can easily capture my students’ ability.” (Sinta, FAP).

Formative assessment and feedback are interchangeable. Feedback in formative assessment aims at helping students to step forward to achieve the learning goals and assessing teacher’s instruction to enhance the quality of teaching. In this case, there are some facts revealed in the interview. First, the teacher is considered as a single source that provides feedback for students’
work. When the opportunity to give comment or feedback is offered to the students, they tend to give positive feedback to their friends’ work rather than to give an honest comment. Another fact is that teachers hurdle in bestowing one to one feedback to their students due to a significant number of students they have in one class. Thus, they prefer to use the online quiz as an appealing activity for formative assessment since it can provide instant, timely, and automatic feedback. Besides, online quiz contains a gamification aspect that can motivate the students in doing the assessment.

“Yes, feedback is one of the essential activities in formative assessment. My students will revise their work based on the feedback I gave them.” (Dewi, FAP2).

“Giving individual feedback is challenging for me since I have a large class. It takes much time to do it. Sometimes, I allow my students to comment to each other to reduce my burden in giving feedback. However, they only praise their friends’ work; they are reluctant to give critique or negative comment.” (Dimas, FAP2).

“Yes, from online quiz my students will get personal feedback automatically. It helps me a lot. Otherwise, I need to spend my time to correct my students’ work.” (Sinta, FAP2)

The perceptions of participants towards formative assessment purpose are relatively typical. They perceive formative assessment as a meritorious activity that can assist students in achieving the learning goals. Furthermore, they also appraise feedback as decisive activity in formative assessment aiming at promoting learning quality. However, they reflect that peer-feedback activity is less effective to be implemented rather than teachers’ feedback or automatic feedback facilitated by technology.

The roles of technology in formative assessment

After portraying teachers’ perceptions towards formative assessment, the second theme highlights the roles of technology in the context of formative assessment. As technology becomes more pervasive in language assessment, particularly in classroom assessment, due to its merits, teachers perceive that technology has multiple roles in formative assessment practice. They assert that technology can assist them in some ways, such as workload efficiencies, providing feedback, and facilitating students’ engagement and independent learning.

For some teacher, especially the ones who have a big class, checking, correcting, and grading students’ work every week is fatiguing. It is time consuming when teachers have to check over a stack of papers and to give comment one by one. Meanwhile, other teaching tasks are awaiting to be handled. All participants admit that using technology in the formative assessment, such as online quiz assist them effectively in providing instant feedback and quick score. The finding is aligned with the teachers’ preference in providing feedback for large classes. An automatic or a real-time formative assessment feedback effectively saves their time to check the students’ work.
"Technology can give swift score and feedback. It helps me a lot." (Dewi, TR1).

"...of course, an online quiz can give very quick feedback, and I don't need to check my students' work one by one. It saves my time." (Sinta, TR1).

Another role of technology in formative assessment is that it can facilitate feedback from teachers, peer, and department staff. With the assistance of technology, teachers can provide personalized feedback to the students in order to monitor their learning improvement and to guide them in achieving learning goals. The first participant, Dewi, shares her experience in practicing formative assessment using social media. She asks the students to submit their projects in social media, such as Instagram or Facebook group. Then, she invites other students and lecturers to give some comment towards the students' project. The comment should be focused on some interesting points and things to be improved. Finally, the student should positively ponder the suggestion and comment from their friends to revise their project. Although, the process is quite long and challenging, she can monitor the progress of the students' work quickly, and the students obtain authentic feedback from their friends. On the other hand, Dimas expresses that he often gives feedback to his students using some funny memes and voice note, instead of score or written comment. It is exciting and motivating the students to notice their strengths and weaknesses.

Furthermore, the interviewees also admit that technology facilitates the students to study collaboratively and independently. In this case, Sinta expressed her teaching experience in an academic writing class. She asked the students to work in a small group to compose an academic text using Google Docs. The app offers some collaborative features to facilitate students' brainstorming activity, sharing the references, editing the draft, and giving comments and feedback. It is like the students write together in one virtual paper. They can write their idea, edit their work simultaneously, and see what changes made by their friends. The teacher also can monitor all the activities while the students are doing their work. Sinta affirms that the activity can encourage the students to have interaction, respect other's opinion, and motivate the students to learn independently.

The impact of technology-enhanced formative assessment
Although all participants view technology as worthwhile for formative assessment activities, the goal of achieving workload efficiencies often comes first before the impact of technology integration on pedagogy or students' language learning. However, this part attempts to discuss further the effect of technology on students' learning as a reflection of the way teachers utilize technology in formative assessment settings. Overall, participants noted that the integration of technology in formative assessment gives some impact on students' performance, specifically language accuracy.

An online quiz, such as Kahoot, Quizizz, Quizlet, and Socrative apps, is the most prevalent platform used by the teachers. It facilitates pre-test, post-
test, or daily exercises to check students’ understanding of the material. Dewi reports that providing an online quiz as daily exercise potentially retains students’ performance with fun and challenging vibes. The sense of competition in online quiz stimulates learners to be more engaged and motivated in learning. Thus, students make a good effort to be the best player in an online quiz. In addition, Dimas emphasizes that compared to traditional exercise; the use of digital game-based exercise can lower students’ tension. Most of the students are commonly anxious and frustrated when they face a test, but digital game-based test offers more interactive and entertaining task environment that makes students enjoy the process that might promote their learning performance.

One of the useful features of formative assessment digital tools is automated or instant feedback. It assists the students to realize their learning strengths and weaknesses. Some platforms provide the correct answers with complete explanations and others merely show the answer on the screen. Sinta expresses her experience of using Google Docs for collaborative writing. The app really helps my students to avoid grammatical and spelling issues. Once they write misspelling words or grammatical mistakes, the app detects them automatically and highlights the words as well as the revisions. She believes that her students acquire how to make a structured sentence from the feedback provided by the app. It also indirectly increases the students’ awareness of language accuracy in the next writing task. Furthermore, detecting language accuracy using apps can decrease teachers’ workload in correcting students’ writing; teachers can focus more on content and discourse than language accuracy.

Despite the impact of technology on language accuracy, participants agree that integrating technology in formative assessment setting facilitates learners to work collaboratively, engage on the task, and develop learning responsibility that drives them to independent learners. However, some of them are unsure how technology integration in formative assessment affects not only language accuracy or some lower cognitive level, but also language use and higher cognitive level. They admit that they require updating their technological as well as pedagogical knowledge due to the dramatic development of technology use in teaching, particularly for assessment purposes.

**Discussion**

Assessment plays a crucial role in the teaching and learning process. It is an activity for gathering information about students’ learning progress and measuring their achievement. Although the mainstream conceptions of assessment, especially in Indonesia, focus on students’ accountability rather than students’ progress in learning, the current works of literature begin to highlight the positive effect of formative assessment towards student’s learning improvement (Retnaningsih, 2013). Simultaneously, the omnipresent of technology use in education supports assessment practices in some ways. As a result, increased attention to technology-enhanced formative assessment becomes the captivating area to be explored. Thus, this study sets out to investigate the EFL teachers’ perspective towards technology-enhanced formative assessment and its practice.
The first issue discussed is about the purpose of formative assessment. The result of the interview shows that the teachers view formative assessment as a positive activity in learning. However, the teachers’ conception of formative assessment objective remains patchy. They merely consider formative assessment as an effort to monitor the students’ learning progress and to motivate them in learning. Black and Wiliam (2010) argue that the aim of formative assessment is more than enhancing students’ learning, but also providing useful information for teachers to reconstruct their teaching instruction. The data come from the formative assessment can be a reflection for students to know their strengths and weaknesses. The teacher then assists them in achieving the learning goal by giving constructive feedback. Besides, through the implementation of formative assessment, the teacher also can reflect the teaching instructions implemented. Once the teaching technique does not work well, then they can rearrange the instruction based on the students’ need.

A study from Arraﬁ and Sumarni (2018) conﬁrms that the teachers who participated in their study have poor formative assessment literacy due to lack of exposure on how to conduct a formative assessment. They are relatively more familiar with the purpose of summative assessment than formative assessment. Two recent studies from Hasim et al., (2018) and Puad and Ashton (2020) emphasize that the teachers have a general lack of knowledge on the purpose of formative assessment and how to practice it. It happens due to limited exposure to formative assessment, the students’ attitude towards assessment, and the teachers’ power in the assessment. As a consequence, teachers tend to practice more summative assessment than formative assessment in their class. The result of this study is similar to the previous study. Although teachers relatively have a positive perception of formative assessment, they do not have sufﬁcient understanding of the formative assessment conceptions. Some training or courses which discuss more on formative assessment knowledge and practice should be systematically conducted to update teachers’ insights (Siregar & Amalia, 2019).

Furthermore, in the implementation of classroom-based assessment, technology also plays a role to enhance the effectiveness of formative assessment practice. In this case, three participants admit that technology has multiple roles in supporting formative assessment. They are workload efﬁciency, facilitating feedback, and facilitating collaborative and independent learning. The teachers confess that checking, editing, and providing feedback to students’ work is time-consuming. This problem occurs, especially in the large class. The online quiz offers automatic and instant feedback to students’ work that eases teachers to set up the administration of the formative assessment. The ﬁnding is similar to the result of a study from Brady et al., (2019) that points the role of technology as a workload of efﬁciency, a medium for transparency and visibility of students’ work.

Bawa (2018) and Mahbub (2020) report that the use of online quiz such as Kahoot, Quiziz, and Socrative facilitates learning engagement that potentially promotes students’ performance, as well as motivation and focus in learning. Another study from Alexiou & Paraskeva, (2010) reveals that through e-portfolio students can develop self-regulated learning and their academic skills. Additionally, Mimirinis (2019) interviewed the academic staff at the
The present study reveals that Indonesian EFL teachers in higher education positively perceive technology as a means of formative assessment enhancement. They undoubtedly admit that technology has various roles in assisting them in practicing formative assessment. However, EFL teachers need more extensive exposure to formative assessment knowledge, purposes, and practices. Additionally, some exploration of the impact of technology on students' language learning improvement should be taken into further consideration. Due to the limited size of participants involved in this study, it is suggested for the future research to conduct the study in a larger scale. Various factors underpinning the teachers’ practice on technology-enhanced formative assessment, such as teachers’ literacy and conceptions on formative assessment, the socio-cultural and policy factors are worthwhile to be examined extensively. Besides, technology-enhanced formative assessment from students’ point of view is also compelling to be investigated.
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